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Teacher Education at the Edge
2019-12-01

international education inquiries is a book series dedicated to realizing the global vision of education 2030 this vision
involves ensuring inclusive and equitable quality education and promoting lifelong learning opportunities for all the
founding editors seek to provide a forum for the diverse voices of scholars and practitioners from across the globe asking
questions about transforming the vision of education 2030 into a reality published chapters will reflect a variety of formats
free of methodological restrictions involving disciplinary as well as interdisciplinary inquiries we expect the series will
be a leading forum for pioneers redefining the global discussion about the people places and perspectives shaping education
2030 outcomes education 2030 topics of interest include but are not limited to improving access to quality early childhood
development care and pre primary education ensuring equal access for all women and men to affordable and quality education
increasing the number of youth and adults who have skills relevant for sustainable living and livelihoods ensuring equal
access for the vulnerable including persons with disabilities indigenous peoples and children in vulnerable situations
achieving levels of literacy and numeracy required to engage in communities and employment acquiring the knowledge and skills
needed to promote sustainable development including human right gender equality promotion of a culture of peace and non
violence global citizenship education the appreciation of cultural diversity and of culture s contributions to sustainable
development providing safe non violent inclusive and effective learning environments for all recruiting preparing supporting
and retaining quality teachers

Four Decades in the Study of Nigerian Languages and Linguistics
2019-03-31

this volume is produced in commemoration of the official retirement of professor kay williamson from the department of
linguistics and communication studies university of port harcourt nigeria the contributing essayists cover five main
generations of nigerian linguists the collection is divided into six sections language history and society applied
linguistics and orthography design gender and communication studies stylistics and literature pragmatics discourse analysis
and translation and formal linguistics some of the contributors include ayo bamgbose okon essie ben elugbe p a nwachukwu e n
emenanjo p anagbogu chinyere ohiri aniche o m ndimele o g harry levi igwe c u omego o ojukwu a u weje o n anyanwu and a
idafuro

Bilingualism and Bilingual Education: Politics, Policies and Practices in a
Globalized Society
2019-01-14
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this volume presents a multinational perspective on the juxtaposition of language and politics bringing together an
international group of authors it offers theoretical and historical constructs on bilingualism and bilingual education it
highlights the sociocultural complexities of bilingualism in societies where indigenous and other languages coexist with
colonial dominant and other prestigious immigrant languages it underlines the linguistic diaspora and expansion of english as
the world s lingua franca and their impact on indigenous and other minority languages finally it features models of language
teaching and teacher education this book challenges the existent global conditions of non dominant languages and furthers the
discourse on language politics and policies it does so by pointing out the need to change the bilingual multilingual
educational paradigm across nations and all levels of educational systems

Who Are Godwin and Hopwood?
2024-06-17

first comprehensive monograph about the tropical architecture of godwin and hopwood in nigeria after studying at the
architectural association in london john godwin and gillian hopwood moved to nigeria where they significantly shaped the
country s architectural landscape for more than sixty years when nigeria became independent in 1960 following british
dominance since the 19th century the couple worked to create architecture that was site specific modern and adapted to the
climate relevant to nigeria s aspirational political and economic policies in this richly illustrated monograph organised by
typology ben tosland examines godwin and hopwood s form of tropical modernism and illuminates its contemporary meanings and
concluding with its relevance in times of the climate crisis first comprehensive monograph about the architecture of godwin
and hopwood image rich publication on one of the most important architectural practices for post colonial independent nigeria
insightful findings for passive structural cooling techniques

Daily Graphic
2014-04-09

this commemorative volume is the 12th edition in the nigerian linguists festschrift series devoted to professor mrs appolonia
uzoaku okwudishu the majority of the papers were presented at the 27th annual conference of the linguistic association of
nigerian clan which was held at the benue state university makurdi nigeria and the 26th clan which was held at the university
of ibadan nigeria the title derives from the theme of the 27th clan language endangerment globalisation and the fate of
minority languages in nigeria a large number of the papers address the major theme of the conference while the balance
address various aspects of nigerian linguistics languages communication and literature fifty one papers are included ranging
from sociolinguistics through applied linguistics to formal areas of linguistics which include phonology morphology and
syntax of nigerian languages papers on language endangerment and language revitalisation strategies for safeguarding the
vanishing indigenous tongues of nigeria are the major focus and the book serves as important reference material in various
aspects of language and linguistic studies in nigeria
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Daily Graphic
2005-10-26

although the past few decades have witnessed growing interest in varieties of english around the world no study of the
nigerian variety intended for the international market has yet been published making use of well known paradigms the book
will relate nigerian english as a second language variety to other world englishes its chief overall concern however is to
provide a detailed descriptive account of the variety seeking to show what is distinctive about it and also in this
perspective distinguishing between more educated and less educated usage after giving a sociolinguistic profile of nigeria
where english today enjoys a more prominent role than ever before it will examine in turn the phonology morpho syntax and
lexico semantics of nigerian english with samples of written texts from the eighteenth century to the present it will also
give a comprehensive summary of academic research carried out in the field over the past fifty years in this way the book
will provide an introduction to the subject for the benefit of scholars and students in universities in many countries and
will serve as a useful companion to other books in de gruyter mouton s dialects of english series

Language Endangerment
2016-02-22

the title of the poem is taken as injection having considered the prevailing situations of the country covid 19 corruption
raping motherhood marriage kidnapping etc infact who or where is the brother s keeper the country needs to be sanitized
sensitized and there is need for all hands to be on deck poems are one way to touch the sensibility of the society especially
through the youth so that they don t go the wrong direction like the proverbial fish they could be bent now without breaking
while still fresh with the right dose of injection we are going to get result the injection in this sense is to be seen as
the symbolic representation to appeal to the sensibility of the masses fadeni tolu cyril

Nigerian English
2018-11-05

first of all other i find no grammar tears very informative what amazes me is the kind of dedication and patience marthus
adden spent in writing this book this is because this kind of genre actually needs full attention truly whatever he has
written is precise and correct i really admire his generosity of sharing his knowledge about english owing to the fact that
english is his second language what is good about the book is that the writer wrote it in a manner that readers can easily
understand it in other words what makes this book different from the other english grammar books in the market is that it is
more user friendly which means he wrote it in a manner that can easily be understood especially by those who just learned
english and want to learn more correctly put this book is a guide to those who wants to learn english on their own as a
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matter of fact he has a knowledge check in every subject he has discussed in this book he catered everything especially in
the part on how to construct sentences which are very precise and which make it very easy to learn the book he did not change
anything at all in terms of the right way to speak and learn english but instead he made it easier and more convenient for
those people whose english is not their first language in point of fact he wrote this book not because he wants to show off
to the world that he is a good grammarian but because he wants to help those struggling to learn english the book therefore
deserves recognition because he is actually giving a favour to those who can t afford to have a private tutor to teach them
how to speak english correctly i must in conclusion admit that this book will really help those people who want to learn
english language those people who are striving to speak perfect english and those people that english is their second
language i will therefore commend the author for this book

Ilorin Journal of Teacher Education
2006

existing accounts of australian aboriginal english do not investigate the significant degree of variation found across the
continent this book presents the first description of english spoken on croker island northern territory australia in terms
of its history linguistic features and connections to local aboriginal languages it demonstrates that english on croker
island shows an extremely high degree of intra and inter speaker variation and embedding in a longstanding multilingual
contact situation both of which challenge existing models of variation and language contact these results have significant
ramifications for how variation is modelled for our understanding of how postcolonial englishes develop as well as for the
dynamics of complex contact situations the book also puts english on croker island into a typological context of world
englishes by establishing a profile according to the parameters of the world atlas of varieties of english wave it is of
interest to academics interested in australian aboriginal english language contact world englishes and australian aboriginal
languages

Journal of English Studies
1986

including details of radio compass stations radiobeacons weather bulletins storm and navigational warnings time signals etc

Junior Graphic
2002-07-10

it is chiefly through books that we enjoy intercourse with superior minds in the best books great men talk to us give us
their most precious thoughts and pour their souls into ours god be thanked for books they are the voices of the distant and
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the dead and make us heirs of the spiritual life of past ages books are true levelers they give to all who will faithfully
use them the spiritual presence of the best and greatest of our race william ellery channing some of the things you will
discover in felimanuel series the magical secret to success in english language essay writing for junior and senior high
schools volume 1 with bonus success secrets the book is comprehensively logically and coherently written and the language
used is also easy to understand hence little or no further explanation is needed the book teaches how to choose examination
questions and answer them without sweat sample outlines plans and sample essays have been written to guide pupils and
students the bonus success secrets will help pupils and students to pass in all seemingly difficult subjects like mathematics
and science the bonus success secrets will also guide pupils and students towards the attainment of greater success in life
the book has been designed in such a way that it can be used for examination purposes and for other practical uses in the day
to day life of whoever uses it faithfully in writing this book on english language essay writing i decided to move away from
the traditional way of some authors flooding their english language essay writing books with so many sample essays based on
my experiences as an english teacher some years back many pupils students have the habit of memorizing written essays found
in books and reproduce them during examinations class exercises or when given project home work when they see that the
question being asked is similar to the answered one they came across i hope the experts in the educational sector will agree
with me that this does not augur well for the proper development of the child because he she would not have the opportunity
to think and plan on his her own before writing a script with originality i stand to be corrected if i am mistaken it is in
line with this that i have given only single sample essays per essay topic treated with more suggested outlines plans most
people often fail to plan their lives and this usually have disastrous effects on them also in writing examination most
candidates fail to plan their essays before answering selected questions as the old adage says if you fail to plan you plan
to fail it is based on the above that in writing this book i dedicated the first chapter to the basics of essay writing below
is an excerpt of chapter one of the book after high lighting on the basics of essay writing i went ahead to discuss what
paragraphs are and how they can be used in our daily writings this is followed by the use of punctuation marks here again i
have given a comprehensive write up as to how punctuation marks can be used to enrich our written works other topics covered
in the book are writing of narrative essays descriptive essays friendly letters semi formal letters summary writing
argumentative essays speeches and talks report writing articles for publication expository essays and advertisement after a
comprehensive logical and coherent treatment of each topic i followed up with sample questions outlines plans and essays
these are only to serve as a guide to users of the book i will like to take this opportunity to entreat teachers to encourage
pupils students whom they teach to learn how to write an outline plan and to use it when answering essay related questions
not only with english language but with all other subjects that they deem it fit to apply some people may not see the
usefulness of the outline plan but it helps the pupil stude

The Injection
2013

over the last decade teaching assistants tas have become an established part of everyday classroom life tas are often used by
schools to help low attaining pupils and those with special educational needs yet despite the huge rise in the number of tas
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working in uk classrooms very little is known about their impact on pupils this key and timely text examines the impact of
tas on pupils learning and behaviour and on teachers and teaching the authors present the provocative findings from the
ground breaking and seminal deployment and impact of support staff diss project this was the largest most in depth study ever
to be carried out in this field it critically examined the effect of ta support on the academic progress of 8 200 pupils made
extensive observations of nearly 700 pupils and over 100 tas and collected data from over 17 800 questionnaire responses and
interviews with over 470 school staff and pupils this book reveals the extent to which the pupils in most need are let down
by current classroom practice the authors present a robust challenge to the current widespread practices concerning ta
preparation deployment and practice structured around a conceptually and empirically strong explanatory framework the authors
go on to show how schools need to change if they are to realise the potential of tas with serious implications not just for
classroom practice but also whole school local authority and government policy this will be an indispensable text for primary
secondary and special schools senior management teams those involved in teacher training and professional development policy
makers and academics

No Grammar Tears 3
2021-02-08

revitalizing nigerian education in digital age what most of the papers in this book have in common is the concern for the
revitalization of nigerian education in the digital age through ict and other modern methods of making education functional
and effective in the new modernity while some of the chapters deal with conceptual issues others consider the various role of
education in this digital age and how nigeria can be relevant most of the chapters present well researched detailed and
informative papers on how to reposition nigerian education in the digital age specifically the role of education in bringing
nigeria s new world about are discussed in simple language and then taken up in different forms all through the book since
nigeria has to act fast and decisively to be on the same development and education wavelength as the other members of today s
global family serious actions are being suggested in this book revitalizing nigerian education in digital age simply means
taking the above desiderata seriously nigeria has a daunting task here in view of the heavy education burden this is the
message that this book puts across

English on Croker Island
2002

today s hearing as the title indicates will examine the 2010 census integrated communications campaign in hard to count areas
the hearing will assess and examine ethnic print and broadcast media s role in preventing an undercount we will further
examine avenues to aid the census bureau in its efforts to reach those who are more likely to be undercounted children
minorities and renters p 1
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West Africa
1997-05-19

this volume highlights the importance of micropolitics in shaping language education policy development and projects chapters
discuss background theory to understanding micropolitics issues surrounding the research and publication of political
behaviour by individuals and institutions and present a series of case studies in a variety of aspects of language education
from a range of different contexts

Daily Graphic
1939

this volume is one of the first detailed expositions of the history of different varieties of english it explores language
variation and varieties of english from an historical perspective covering theoretical topics such as diffusion and
supraregionalization as well as concrete descriptions of the internal and external historical developments of more than a
dozen varieties of english including american english african american vernacular english received pronunciation estuary
english and english in canada africa india wales among many others

Radio Aids to Navigation
1939

the current volume presents a number of chapters which look at informal vernacular letters written mostly by emigrants to the
former colonies of britain who settled at these locations in the past few centuries with a focus on letters from the
nineteenth century such documents often show features for varieties of english which do not necessarily appear in later
sources or which are not attested with the same range or in the same set of grammatical contexts this has to do with the
vernacular nature of the letters i e they were written by speakers who had a lower level of education and whose speech and
hence their written form of language does not appear to have been guided by considerations of standardness and conformity to
external norms of language furthermore the writers of the emigrant letters examined in the current volume were very unlikely
to have known of still less have used manuals of letter writing emigrant letters thus provide a valuable source of data in
tracing the possible development of features in varieties of english in the usa canada south africa australia and new zealand

Radio Navigation Aids Including Details of Direction-finder Stations, Radiobeacons,
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Navigational Warnings, Time Signals, Etc
1962

the historical dictionary of international organizations in africa and the middle east focuses on international organizations
in africa and the middle east this makes sense for political cultural and geographical reasons north african countries and
many located in the sahel region are members of not only african but also middle eastern international organizations due to
their cultural and religious heritage as well as geographic location between sub saharan africa and the middle east a limited
number of global organizations are also included in this book when they have major programs focusing on africa and or the
middle east this volume emphasizes intergovernmental organizations but many non governmental organizations are also included
this is done through a chronology an introductory essay appendixes and an extensive bibliography the dictionary section has
over 700 cross referenced entries on important personalities thematic topics and major international issues affecting the
region this book is an excellent access point for students researchers and anyone wanting to know more about this subject

Nuclear Science Abstracts
2012-10-29

varieties of english in the u s and canada display fascinating developments from colonial times up until the twenty first
century to throw light on the linguistics of north american englishes and their socio historical contexts this volume brings
together research from various traditions including corpus linguistics variation studies dialectology historical
sociolinguistics historical pragmatics language ideology and the enregisterment framework in the ten chapters of the volume a
wide variety of sources published and unpublished containing evidence of past language use in the u s and canada are
introduced and exploited for novel insights among the research questions addressed are the following how to best model the
emergence of new varieties of english in north america are morphological americanisms historical retentions post colonial
revivals or progressive innovations what is distinctly canadian in the context of north american englishes how can synchronic
dialects be used to examine trajectories of change in the history of canadian english

Felimanuel Series
2002-05-17

utilizing a historical and international approach this valuable two volume resource makes even the more complex linguistic
issues understandable for the non specialized reader containing over 500 alphabetically arranged entries and an expansive
glossary by a team of international scholars the encyclopedia of linguistics explores the varied perspectives figures and
methodologies that make up the field
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Daily Graphic
1968

the american heritage journal of creativity ahjc is a biannual journal of research from american heritage university of
southern california located in the san bernardino county in california usa it is published twice in a year it accepts
creativity as going beyond the possession and use of artistic musical or writing talent but permeating throughout the
curriculum in science social studies and other areas research works conducted in the academia without restriction to subject
are invited the objectives of ahjc are to disseminate internationally pragmatic academic research solutions in diverse
disciplines that are functionally creative and relevant to community and universal issues essentially the crucial requirement
is that it has to be a research paper with empirical findings ahjc provides a multidisciplinary forum for the publication of
original research and technical papers short communications state of the art developments in the liberal arts and sciences
aside from articles we also encourage prospective authors to submit book reviews notes short commentaries and full page
relevant advertisements

Journal of the Nigeria English Studies Association
1974

in 1911 1912 french canadian anthropologist marius barbeau spent a year recording forty texts in the wyandot language as
spoken by native speakers in oklahoma though he intended to return and complete his linguistic study he never did more than a
century later forty narratives in the wyandot language continues barbeau s work john steckley provides an engaging analysis
and fresh translation of the texts in order to preserve the traditional language and cultural heritage of the wyandot or
wendat people leveraging four decades of studying the dialects of wyandot and wendat and his role as tribal linguist for the
wyandotte nation the author corrects errors in barbeau s earlier text while adding personal anecdotes to provide readers with
a unique comparative work the stories in this collection largely drawn from the traditional folklore of the wyandot people
and told in a language that has been dormant for decades act as a time capsule for traditional tales indigenous history
humour and elder knowledge steckley s new translation not only aids wyandot peoples of oklahoma kansas and michigan in
reclaiming their language but also gives researchers worldwide a rich up to date reference for linguistic study a significant
literary record of a people and a language forty narratives in the wyandot language is a major contribution to the
preservation and revitalization of an indigenous language in north america

African Education Research
2012-02-20
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Reassessing the Impact of Teaching Assistants
1983

Who's who in Nigeria
2012

Revitalizing Nigerian Education in Digital Age
2010

The 2010 Census Communication Contract
2009-01-01

The Politics of Language Education
2017-10-23

Varieties of English
2019-11-28

Keeping in Touch
2015-06-18
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Historical Dictionary of International Organizations in Africa and the Middle East
1943

H.O. Pub
2022-07-15

Earlier North American Englishes
2013-02-01

Encyclopedia of Linguistics
2012-12-13

American Heritage Journal of Creativity
2020-12-04

Forty Narratives in the Wyandot Language
1987

Mass Failure in Public Examinations
1987
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Nigeria Magazine
2001

Journal of Studies in Language & Literature
1997
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